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"For more than 65 years we have been manufacturing  
worm gears and worm geared motors which are used  

in almost all industrial sectors."

"As a modern company, we have constantly expanded our  
product portfolio, so that we can offer  

the optimum drive for almost every conceivable application  
and requirement."

1981 First trade fair appearance  
Hannover Messe Industrie 1986 Extension of the company premises 

with additional production buildings

1996 Certification according to  
DIN EN ISO 9001:1995

1980 Move into the newly constructed  
office / production building

1953 Foundation of the firm  
by Mr Erich Gildemeyer 2003 First trade fair appearance of SPS/IPC  

Drives in Nuremberg 2006 Takeover of the company management 
by Mr Bernd Gildemeyer

2010 Introduction of IE2 small geared  
motors from 0.09 kW

2015 Mr Jörg Geuken joins as a  
member of the Executive Board

2016 Addition of the planetary gear  
RPS/RPL range 2017 Certification according to  

DIN EN ISO 9001:2015

2018 65 years of Ruhrgetriebe KG

OUR COMPANY HISTORY
HISTORY
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With our many years of experience in the 

field of drive technology we are able to 

guarantee a high level of manufacturing 

quality and a very good price-perfor-

mance ratio. 

With personal advice and genuine prob-

lem-solving skills we ensure, in addition 

to an extensive product range with a 

wide variety of drives, that we reliably 

find the right solution for individual 

customer requirements - also from the 

economic perspective. The fact that 

many individual components of gears 

and motors are always available in stock 

speaks for the longevity of the products 

and the quality of the service.

This strengthens customer loyalty and  

forms the basis for the good reputation 

of our company over the long term.

No matter whether individual or large 

series orders are involved, many 

RUHRGETRIEBE customers have been 

purchasing drive technology "Made  

in Mülheim a. d. Ruhr" for more than  

65 years.

As we are an owner-managed company, 

you can expect us to provide you with 

quality, skills and speed.

ABOUT US
RUHRGETRIEBE KG

"Our work and incentives are determined according to  
the wishes of our customers."

 Customer satisfaction 
 
As an innovative company, our aim is the highest level of customer satisfaction.  
Our work and incentives are determined according to the wishes of our customers.

 Quality and Customer Demands
Quality assurance and optimisation of the processes are important preconditions -  
and we are of course ISO 9001 certified.

 Honesty and Acceptance
We act in a fair and honest manner on a basis of trust. We also expect this from our customers, 
employees and suppliers. This is the only way long-term business relationships can develop  
and exist.

 Trust and the Future
Our employees work independently and on their own responsibility. Through the liberal  
management of our company we create space for them to develop their own ideas, which not 
only benefit our customers, but also secure our future. We have confidence in our employees.

 
Health and safety in the workplace are our top priority. By using the latest technologies,  
we ensure the health of our employees, reduce energy consumption and conserve the  
environment and resources.
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Bernd Gildemeyer
Owner of Ruhrgetriebe KG

Jörg Geuken
Sales Manager and Member  
of the Executive Board

WHAT DRIVES US
PRINCIPLES 

We have expanded our product  

portfolio to include low-backlash 

planetary gears. 

With these high-quality drives  

we extensively cover the field of  

coaxial gears. 

For you this means:

even more possibilities.  Responsibility for People and the Environment
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Both the pronounced quality awareness 

of all of the employees at our family  

business and the highly motivated team- 

work in all areas of the company  

guarantee our consistently high level  

of performance. 

RUHRGETRIEBE KG has been  

EN ISO 9001 certified since 1996.

As a medium-sized company that acts 

sustainably, the assumption of social 

responsibility has become a matter of 

course for us.  

 

OUR SERVICE
PROVEN QUALITYYOUR ADVANTAGE

OUR SKILLS

"Quality is not a coincidence; it is always the result of hard thinking."

In addition to permanent invest-

ments in modern production facilities, 

the continuous qualification of our 

65-strong team in all areas is very 

important to us.

Training company RGM
We invest in the future

On the basis of more than 65 years of  

experience in the world of drive techno- 

logy, our drive solutions impress with 

their outstanding technical perfor-

mance.

No matter whether you require a holding 

brake or an encoder for positioning:  

we will be pleased to put together a 

complete system for your application.

Should your application place special 

requirements on the drive unit, we will  

of course offer you competent advice  

in this case.

Skills and Experience
Nothing can replace it

Project Planning 

Quality Assurance

Series Production

As a training company for apprentices,  

we offer young people a qualified 

professional future.

And we know:

at the heart of a successful company 

are its employees.



Our worm gears, which are suitable for 

both directions of rotation, have enclosed 

and robust housings when installed.

All of the steel worms used are hardened 

and ground, while the worm gears are 

made of high-quality special bronze with 

outstanding sliding properties.

The use of these interlinking parts in  

conjunction with synthetic gear grease 

or oil (with NSF H1 approval) ensures low 

noise emissions and a long service life of 

the gears. All gearboxes are equipped  

 

with ball bearings, so that in continuous 

operation and in any installation posi-

tion, a service life is achieved which goes 

beyond the normal level.

Based on our many years of experience, 

we have already pre-configured the  

most common building block modules 

for you.

4 VERSIONS
THREE-PHASE CURRENT, ALTERNATING CURRENT 
& DIRECT CURRENT

TECHNOLOGY IN DETAIL
WORM GEAR
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Depending on the application, 

our gearboxes can be supplied in 

various designs with three-phase, 

alternating or direct current motors.

"The whole is more than the sum of its parts."

Building block modules

Diversity, quality, precision

Extensive stock keeping

And that for decades

This provides you with a solution which is 

technically and economically mature in 

every respect for the majority of applica-

tions. 

A further advantage:

we can guarantee short delivery times for 

the basic modular elements.

Permitted torque from 5 to 230 Nm  

Rotational speeds  from 14 to 1120 rpm 

Shaft output  generally right-angled

Permitted torque from 5 to 230 Nm  

Rotational speeds  from 14 to 1120 rpm 

Shaft output  generally right-angled

SINGLE-STAGE WITH OUTPUT SHAFT 

TWO-STAGE WITH OUTPUT SHAFT 

SINGLE-STAGE WITH HOLLOW SHAFT

TWO-STAGE WITH HOLLOW SHAFT 

Permitted torque from 6 to 140 Nm  

Rotational speeds  from 0.4 to 253 rpm 

Shaft output  right-angled or coaxial

Permitted torque from 11 to 120 Nm  

Rotational speeds  from 0.9 to 253 rpm 

Shaft output  generally right-angled
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The degree of automation in the 

economy is growing steadily.

Applications requiring high position-

ing accuracy, short cycle times, exact 

rotational speeds and a high level of 

dynamics usually need servo gears.

2 VERSIONS
FOR OPTIMUM EFFICIENCYSUITABLE FOR YOUR APPLICATION

PLANETARY GEAR

YOUR ADVANTAGES AT A GLANCE

•  Minimal circumferential backlash

•  Easy assembly

•  Any installation position

•  Lifetime lubrication

•   Customer-specific configuration with 
regard to torque, rotational speed 
and adaptation to interfaces

• High output torque

• High level of efficiency

• Compact installation space

ACCESSORIES 

The connection to your 
application

•   Flanges available for  
your customer specific 
requirements

Training company RGM
We invest in the future.

With our pre-configured basic modular 

elements, you can implement your drive 

application particularly quickly. We have 

designed the modules for the planetary 

gear on the basis of our many years of 

experience.

Low-backlash planetary gears
Thousands of possibilities – Find out more!

Basic modular elements
Pre-configured for you

Torque 

Precision

Rotational speed and dynamics

Adaptation to interfaces

Thanks to their low circumferential back-

lash, minimal moment of inertia and high 

acceleration torque, planetary gears are 

ideally suited for dynamic applications.

In this way you are provided with a  

solution for most applications that  

is economically and technically very well 

thought out. Another advantage is that 

we can guarantee short delivery times for 

the basic elements.

13 to 1562 Nm

<=3 to <=12 arcmin
 

 



The light and low-noise RPS range is 

characterised by its wide range of gear 

ratios (24 ratios from i = 3 to i = 512), its 

high power density and overload capacity. 

The gearbox housings are available with 

diameters of 40, 60 or 80 mm, so that 

you will find a suitable version even in the 

case of limited installation space.

These planetary gears are also suitable 

for applications with high weight require-

ments, such as axle movements during 

dynamic operation.

RPL
Planetary Gear

YOUR ADVANTAGES AT A GLANCE

•   Gear ratio from i = 3 to  
i = 512 (24 ratios possible)

•  High power density

•  Very quiet running

•  High overload capacity

•  Low weight

"Great things are characterised by the harmonious interplay  
of many small things."

Strengths of the RPS Series

Strengths of the RPL range

The powerful flyweight 

Robust powerhouse

RPS Planetary Gear – model range: 040, 060, 080

RPL Planetary Gear Units – Robust for High Loads

Planetary Gear
RPS
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The housings of RPL-type planetary gears 

are available with various diameters.

In the 2-stage versions, ratios of up to  

i = 100 can be achieved.

YOUR ADVANTAGES AT A GLANCE

•   Higher torsional stiffness than the 
RPS range

•   Robust output bearing, high radial 
and axial forces permitted

•  Long service life

•  Short design

The RPL range is characterised by its 

robust and short design. High torsional 

stiffness is possible because of the  

special design of the output shafts and 

ring gears used. Thanks to their robust 

output bearings, these gearboxes are 

even suitable for applications with high 

radial and axial forces.

Housing diameter (mm)  40 mm 60 mm 80 mm 

Nominal output torque (Nm)  14-16 26-39 64-92

Acceleration torque (Nm)  23-25 52-68 128-184

Emergency stop torque (Nm)  34-36 70-88 172-236

Housing diameter (mm)  50 mm 70 mm 90 mm 

Nominal output torque (Nm)  7 23-24 37-60

Acceleration torque (Nm)  14 46-48 74-120

Emergency stop torque (Nm)  21 69-72 111-180
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The rotational speed of three-phase 

asynchronous motors is between approx. 

700 rpm in the case of mains operation 

and approx. 2800 rpm for 50 Hz mains 

operation, depending on the number of 

poles. A 60 Hz mains supply results in an 

increase in rotational speed of approx. 

20%. For many drive tasks, however, a 

lower speed with a simultaneously higher 

torque is required. In order to adapt 

the mechanical performance (rotational 

speed x torque) to the operating point 

of the machine, a geared motor is used 

in these cases. With a frequency inverter 

that varies the rotational speed of the 

three-phase asynchronous motor, variable  

For us, personal talks with our customers 

and suppliers are the basis of a good 

business relationship.

For almost 4 decades now, we have  

been present as exhibitors at various 

drive technology trade fairs and exhibi-

tions in order to establish, consolidate 

and expand interesting contacts.

Visit us at our exhibition stand and get 

an impression of our product portfolio, 

our innovations in the field of drives and 

our specialist skills.

We will be pleased to help you find the 

solution to your drive requirements.

We look forward to meeting you and 

some stimulating conversations.

FREQUENCY INVERTER
GET OUT WHAT IS IN IT SHAPING THE FUTURE

RGM THE DRIVERS

"Communication is the key to your drive."

FEATURES

• 230 V single-phase supply

• IP 20 device
•  0.2 kW - 0.75 kW can be supplied  

ex stock*
•  Integrated EMC filter, C2  

(C1 optional) 
•  PC programming software Modbus 
  / RS485 integrated
•  Other functions such as PID controller, 

sequence control, etc.
 

If your application requires a central solu-

tion in the control cabinet, the 510 range 

(also available in an IP66 version) is  

recommended.

Our models for each and any case

Experience us live at the trade fair

We drive your business

Simple and efficient

We look forward to your visit

Simply give us a call

rotational speeds of the geared motor 

are then also possible. This allows a con-

veyor belt, for example, to be adjusted to 

run faster or slower.

We offer two inverters, which can be 

mounted directly on the geared motor 

and thereby offer a decentralised applica-

tion. The main emphasis of the MFR is its 

easy operation, while the Inveor α is suit-

able for indoor and outdoor applications 

with variable and constant torque.

These decentralised solutions minimise 

the project planning process, as well as 

the circuitry and wiring costs.

top:
MFR frequency inverter
bottom:
Optionally with  
EMERGENCY OFF switch

left:  Inveor α
bottom: L510s Device

WHAT CAN WE DO FOR YOU? 

We will be pleased to assist you  
personally and look forward to working  
with you on joint challenges and projects:
 
Telephone: +49 (0) 208 780680
Email: info@ruhrgetriebe.de

Further information can be found at:
www.ruhrgetriebe.de 



RUHRGETRIEBE KG

Am Förderturm 29

45472 Mülheim an der Ruhr, Germany

Telephone: +49 (0) 2 08 - 78 06 80

Fax: +49 (0) 2 08 - 49 80 00

info@ruhrgetriebe.de

www.ruhrgetriebe.de

WE DRIVE YOUR IDEAS – WORLDWIDE 

KNOWN ALL OVER THE WORLD - AT HOME IN MÜLHEIM


